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Wasp CountIt™ is an automated solution that allows you to quickly and accurately verify inventory counts. Faster and easier inventory counts means spending
less time counting inventory and more time controlling it. CountIt provides everything needed to eliminate the inefficiencies of a paper based system.
Wasp CountIt leverages barcode technology to count inventory and then automatically syncs with QuickBooks® or Microsoft Excel® to reduce the time spent
performing physical counts, cycle counts, and monthly or year-end inventory counts. With CountIt, existing inventory data can be sent to the Wasp DT60
mobile computer. The DT60 mobile computer can then be used to quickly scan barcodes to count inventory items. After inventory is counted, Wasp CountIt
transfers the new inventory data back to a PC, updating the existing inventory file and creating a variation report if needed.
CountIt is compatible with all Wasp mobile computers and gives you the ability to use multiple Windows Mobile or CE devices simultaneously to take counts
and then transfers the new data from all devices into one file. If barcode labels are required, simply print from within CountIt to a Wasp barcode printer, such
as the WPL305, WPL406, or WPL612 or print Avery 5160 labels via a laser printer. Easily print single adhesive labels, adhesive label sheets, and multiple
copies of a label for an item in a single print job.

zx SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

zx WASP COUNTIT COMMON USES

	Client Releases: Windows® 7, Windows Vista,

Retail inventory reconciliation and counts

or Windows XP (SP2)

Manufacturing or warehouse physical inventory counting

	Windows Server: Windows Server 2008

Daily, weekly, monthly, and year-end inventory count verification

or Windows Server 2003
200 MHz or faster processor
128 MB of RAM minimum
350 MB of available disk space
256 color minimum
CD-ROM drive (Installation only)
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zx FEATURES

zx BENEFITS

Seamless connection between your PC and the Wasp

Spend less time counting inventory and more time controlling it

DT60 mobile computer

Eliminate the inefficiencies associated with using a manual

Data import wizard walks you through the process of collecting data

paper based system

from an inventory application such as QuickBooks or Microsoft Excel

Reduce the time it takes to count and accurately maintain

Intuitive interface allows you to see any items that were counted,

inventory counts

uncounted, discrepancies, or double counted

Reconcile inventory and eliminate human error by using a

Easily accept or reject any individual item count and update only

mobile computer

accurate information

Maintain accurate on-hand inventory levels

	Quickly and accurately count items and know what you have on-hand

QuickBooks compatible software program

using a Windows Mobile or CE device

Eliminate wasted time manually re-entering correct inventory

Conveniently change mobile computer settings directly from

levels into QuickBooks or Microsoft Excel

the software

Easily print barcode labels for inventory items, speeding up

Compatible with all Wasp mobile computers

the count process

Import any text, .csv, QuickBooks, or Microsoft Excel file
Access to reporting function shows all inventory issues and data

zx PART NUMBERS

Build your own custom reports using the versatile data grids
	Print single adhesive labels, adhesive label sheets, and multiple copies of
a label for an item in a single print job using a Wasp or laser printer

• Wasp CountIt with DT60 Mobile Computer:

633808929480

• Wasp CountIt Software:

633808341237

Supports QuickBooks 2002 or later
	Count inventory into locations using QuickBooks 2012 Enterprise
Advanced Inventory Module
	Compatible with QuickBooks Pro/Premier/Enterprise US, QuickBooks UK,
and QuickBooks Canada
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